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Welcome to the first issue of the Science Fiction Law
Journal. As you are about to find out, the journal is a compila- Report

.
tion of visionary & futuristic news shorts, fiction stories, case People v. KlVeg-Ho
hypotheticals and concept art.
United States v. Wilkinson
Law, as a genre, has been, as we say in the newspa- Spacedwelling Families

_
.,

per business, fairly well "covered" for decades now. All you
have to do is walk through the periodicals section of your local
law library and you'll see what I mean. There are reviews and
journals on just about every conceivable subject, many of
which are, in my opinion, far more bizarre and alien than this
Science Fiction magazine (bankruptcy, for example). However,
to my knowledge, this is the first law journal focusing one hundred per cent on science fiction.
You might ask why we have chosen to publish this sort
of thing. The reason is simple: As the human race evolves,
expanding in a thousand directions at once, law will, by definition, follow. We want to trade ideas on the matter.
There are various theories as to the ultimate disposition of jurisprudence. Some say it will, as we progress, diminish in breadth and depth until, at some distant time, it disappears altogether. Others contend that as we become more
complex organisms, our judicial doctrines will, by dint of that,
reach even higher levels of convolution and sophistication. A
few negatavists still argue that we, as a people, are locked into
an iron cycle in which law will, depending on our current status,
be either primitive or modern - - but will never rise above our
genetic anchors.
Whichever principles Of any) you subscribe to, I think
you'll agree our journal, at least in some ways, tries to address
the core issues.
I hope you find it both challenging and satisfying.
John Rogers
Editor- in- Chief
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Hypothetical
Case
Series
Case #001
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

Centauri Orbital Station, Inc. v. TransAndromeda Space Lines, Ltd.
Seventh Extra- Solar Circuit Court of Appeals,
23411.
497 F.4th 1002.
Plaintiff,
Centauri Orbital Station, Inc. (COS),
owner and operator of Centauri Epsilon space station
(UNesT reg. 2204. CommSec.dattag.II.0121 Oalp- D) ,
brought suit against defendant Trans- Andromeda Space
Lines, Ltd. (Trans) on several causes of action. Notably
here; negligent exposure of a controlled viral species to a
known biosphere, hazardous and unlawful cargo practices,
statutory violation of maritime freight provisions (SteliaMar
Reg. 9301 et seq.), negligence leading to the explosive
decompression
of a populated
loading zone, [- J, [- ],
wrongful death (417 counts human, 214 counts nonhuman), economic loss, wrongful death (subsidiary and
collateral), resultant commercial damages.
Trial court, at the request of the Omegan planetary
assembly, waived decision (executing a judicum elevatum
under Amendment
forty six of the re- Unified Space
Code2), opting to hear preliminary factual arguments only.
We choose to accept this elevation and try the
case on the facts as they have been presented.
Criminal procedures too numerous to cite have
been initiated here and in five other non- human jurisdictions.
- J. Hassinata- Kayama
- M. Jii'aJ- Chan- a'aa (Omega)
Factual summary:
At 11 :47 am station time (ST) on Tuesday, October
28 2339, the heavy- load, deep space freighter Amigo
Samm, dropped out of hyperspace and entered the Omega
system. Unmanned monitors tracked its course into the
planet grid without incident. At 2:23 pm ST. the Amigo
Samm requested permission to dock at the industrial wharf
of the Centauri Orbital Station, a 5,942,000 ton rotating artificial satellite.
Attachment clearance was granted by the station's

space traffic control. Three guide tugs brought the Amigo
Samm into its airlock slot at 3:49 pm ST.
At this point, accounts differ. Plaintiff asserts that
the crew of the Amigo Samm began immediately to offload dozens of yellow- striped, hermetically sealed biohazard cannisters.
Defendant
Captain Hiram De La Cruz
claims to have obtained an inspection by station customs
before beginning cargo removal.
Though that factor will figure into our evaluation, it
is not crucial to understanding the events as they played
out.
At 6:17 pm ST, a seventy- meter hull crane which
was in the process of swaying a flat of cannisters from the
cargo hold onto the pier, buckled unexpectedly. Within seconds it collapsed, killing three Amigo Samm deckhands
and smashing open four biohazard cannisters on the docking platform.
The containers released thousands of MasseroChuy viral larvae bodies into the station.
Massero- Chuy3, to those not familiar with their
history, are a quasi- insectoid viral lifeform; intensely survival- oriented, carnivorous, semi- sentient. Though small
in their infant or larval stage, given time and food sources,
they will attain sizes approaching those of lciuge dogs. They
are a hive (nest/matriarchal)
species. Physically, they
resemble terran termites.
According to the Amigo Samm's manifest, the cannisters were scheduled for transfer to the Hyperspace
Freight Cannon (a computer- assisted robot launch delivery
system operated by Consolidated
Shipping Affiliates).
COS's customs & agricultural logs concur.
The final destination, as far as investigators can
determine, was to be the Pan- Solar BioToxic Research
Laboratory on Vilnius- 6.
In less than 24 hours, the Massero- Chuy had contaminated the forward sections of the Delta wharf, a sixtyslot cargo docking wing of the station. Attempts to eradicate the virallinsects using pesticides proved ineffective.
A quarantine was ordered and martial law was
declared.
Several fatalities were reported during the chaotic
period ensuing.
By 6:35 pm ST of the following day, military vessels had moved into orbit around the station. No traffic was
allowed in or out.
A twelve- man Extermination Team, commanded
by Col. Jeb Miller, Spc. Frcs/Alpha Det. 5th US Marines,
specially trained and outfitted for alien combat, was introduced; their mission, to locate the queen and terminate
her.
This mission failed, resulting in the deaths of ten
members of the squad.4
At 11 :·42 pm ST, the military's

mobile command

•
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unit, fearing a station- wide catastrophe, instructed the
station master to blow the main air gates, opening the
entire industrial wharf zone to zero- atmosphere vacuum.
Since evacuation had been only partially effected,
this caused the deaths of at least 600 dock workers
awaiting de- contam and/or still crowded near the central
hub pass- ways. These helpless victims were drawn,
along with tons of steel girder framework, freight materials, loading vehicles and the virallifeforms, into space.
The Massero- Chuy infestation had been stopped

but the accompanying price tag had been enormous.
Seeking recovery for crushing damages paid to
the famines of the deceased and for the staggering cost
of repairing a de- compressed dockyard, COS now sues
Trans- Andromeda, the freightcarrier who allegedly without proper governmental authorization and inspection,
brought the viral infection into the station.
We hold ...

Submissions:
The Science Fiction
-

Law Journal welcomes your material. Please send any:
stories
letters to the editor
case briefs (fictional)
decisions
fact patterns or
art work, to:
John Rogers/LADJ/915 E. First St./L.A./CAl90012.

- Submissions should be typed, double- spaced.
- Diskette contributions MUST BE in Microsoft Word format.
- Supplemental hardcopy is strongly recommended on all electronic submissions .
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Winter's Letter
By John Rogers

other. Several justices, dissatisfied
with their research, turned to other
sources for guidance...

In 2127, the United States
Supreme Court, acting Chief Justice
Annabelle Garrazola, alem chevenko*,
granted certiorari on a Virginia death
penalty case, People v. Armstrong.
For over fifty years, capital punishment had been liberally exercised in
every state and federal court. With the
"Re- allocation
of Laws and
Responsibilities Act of 2046 (RALR),
re- distributing authority, jurisdiction
and venue throughout the country, the
prevalence and sphere of coverage of
the penaHy grew enormously. By this
point in time, it included all murder
crimes, most felony
kidnapping
crimes, all drug- trafficking and sexual
molestation crimes, and several
aggravated assaults & grand larcenies. Washington's powerful pro- capital sentence lobby mobilized. The
largest legal battle since Campton v.
Superior Court (overturning Roe v.
Wade), and almost certainly the
largest in American history, raged in
and out of court. The constitutionality
of the Virginia statutes (and through
that, the nation's under RALR) was
going to be decided one way or the
8

·Sino- Russian: "for the time needed:

Text of a letter to United States
Supreme Court Justice Arthur Taylor
Walters from Abdul Shan- Hal/as;
Caliph Primus & First Magistrate for
the High Court of Applications,
Jobhadar Territory, CamiJIia, New
Turkey:

21 AllahKine 2127
Ninthday; sunset
Hon. Arthur T. Walters
United States Supreme Court
Washington, D.C.
United States
Earth
My dear friend:
Word of your recent trouble
with capital punishment reached me
late last night just after my caravan
entered the palace courtyard. My
youngest, Ramessa, took a powersled

all the way from the Communications
Station with the diplomatic POUCh(1t
clutched in her arms. •A letter from
Uncle Arthur!" she cried as she burst
into my chambers. A letter most welcome! Uttle Ramessa remembers you
well, my friend, though she was but
two years of age when our GreatShip
left Earth. Of course, she is not so little
now. Twenty one summers, that one.
As you know, winter is hard upon us
now. Our second sun, Camillia Ducat,
is at apogee. The oceans are sealed
with heavy brine ice. The cities have
closed their thermal domes in preparation for the three year Cold. Soon, as
the planet's tectonic plates shift under
the pressure of the glaciers, we will
see much volcanic activity. As I write
this response, I look out my balcony at
an endless horizon of snow - - and
above it - - a black, alien sky. For
some reason, alone like this, I am
7
reminded that there will be no going
for us. This place, because of the time
lapse in physical transit between
worlds, has become our destiny. You.
and I, alas, will never see each other
again. And, my friend, I am aggrieved.
But you probably don't have
time for the maudlin reflections of an
old judge. Not, I would think, with this

It-
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mighty legal predicament now facing your tribunal.
I recall in law school you were vehemently
opposed to the concept of state- mandated death, of the
logic (or lack thereof) behind teaching respect for life with
its taking. You were then a better man than I, who was,
sadly, so full of wrath and pride. It took me long years of
trying cases in the church and in the law courts to come
around to your position.
I can tell you in the Arab Planetary League (fifteen
worlds, I think), we have done away with death as a punishment. We, who were so quick to kill and maim in our
early centuries I There were studies done, with inconclusive results. Was capital punishment a true deterrence?
Was there some "natural laW- or "basic justice- which was
served by it? Was it more cost- effective for our overburdened church and law courts, or, more importantly, for our
bloated orbital penitentiaries?
In the end no rational consensus
was ever
reached.
But we wrote the capital laws out of our legal
scripture nonetheless. Why, you ask?
Two reasons, I believe. One, our people were
dwindling away in the deep spaces. It was put forth that
criminals, no matter how heinous their offenses, should be
pressed into labor, forced to build our cities, dig our mines
and so on. It was feared in many circles that, due to the
sicknesses that had wreaked havoc during the Migration,
our faith would perish from the cosmos.
Two, a movement had sprung up among our
youth. I can not quite remember its name - - something
like the New Order. Its underlying principle was evolution
as a race - - that with the "leap" into space, certain things
had to be left behind on the mother planet - - things, they
argued, like the death penalty, like surgical domestication
of repeat offenders, like chern- addiction to pacify political
dissidents.
The older clerics refused to even countenance
these heretical assertions. But the populace, they were
another matter. A few leaders, perhaps I was among
them, chose not to denounce the movement Perhaps we
felt a little of it ourselves - - that we had to change to face
the awesomeness of the Migration - - having come so far.
The massiveness of space, especially here on the edge,
humbles men; making our devices, our dreams, seem
laughably puny. There is a sense that to meet space on its
own terms we have to become more than what we were. I
really can't explain it very well at all.
Nothing I have written here is legal. There are no
cases for me to cite. We had none to speak of. If I had to
put it into words of law, I would say we made the decision
based on compelling public policy. But, of course, that is a
hollow statement We acted on beliefs that transcend societal needs.
We are, I hope, the better for it.

I understand many other colonies have extremely
stem death penalty rules. My brother Hassan, a merchant
ship's captain, trades with the Dutch artificial planetoids
further inside the Spiral Arm. He has described their practices to me. They still abide by the old ways.
What can I say? We do not.
My advice to you? Follow the dictates of your
heart. Even you, back on the mother world, my beloved
Earth, have to evolve at some point. am I right? Might not
this be the time?
Enough. I hear the dinner chimes from the kitchen
downstairs. My family is all here. Did I tell you my oldest
son is now a lawyer? Yes, a criminal defender, no less.
Uke you were, as I recall. My chambers here have grown
dark. Soon I will light a candle and begin to review the
bench cases for tomorrow's calendar. There is much to
do.
Outside, the polar wolves are howling on the tundra. It is an alien sound, my friend. Alien, to me, that is.
But, my grandchildren - - evidently it puts them to sleep.
For them, this world is home.
That, I suppose, is the way of things.

Amays with you,

Abdul Shan- Hallas
Caliph; Jobhadar Territory
New Turkey

··comm.Port~ovrmnt:trnsmssn/ClrG44;Def
Ap
- THIS C.OMMUNICATION HAS PRIORITY- THIS COMMUNICATION IS CLASSIFIED- Trans- Ught [approved]::+44 minutes
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Greater Solar. System Law Report
[A Compilation of News Releases from the Past Year.]
By John E. Rogers

Inner System News:
Nairobi (Kenya) June 4, 2128

race for humanity - - who some say
may have traveled through this arm of
the galaxy twenty- five million years
ago seeding non- sapient primates
with their gene structure. Attorneys
from Rome had attempted to seal the
caverns as an "abcmination against
God and man.· Sources close to the
Holy See say that the papal government may now, faced with stiff legal
opposition from the world science
community, seek a compromise allowing only trained researchers access.
- AMIIDF WorldWatch

Kenyan High Court representatives met with counsel from the
Vatican, Talmud City and the World
.Science Organization to discuss the
religious implications of the remarkable discovery made in the newly
excavated caverns under the Taita
Hills south of the Athi river in east
Kenya. On April 14, three separate
scientific
expeditions
from the
Sorbo nne disappeared there on rou- Gagarin
CorePlex
(Luna)
tine cave charting climbs only to return
two weeks later claiming to have been August 19,2128
Labor disputes
between
"transported to some spectral place.·
PaxCommUniLat
(PaCUL),
the
multiInvestigators from the Prague Institute
national
construction
combine
building
then uncovered evidence of a transspatial portal, long in disuse, cement- France's Long- Range Transmitter
ed into an aperture in the lower cave (LRT) on the northwest steppe of
network. Archaeologists and physi- Mare Vaporum, and the High Tech
cists from Prague have theorized the Workers Union of the Inner Planets
portal may have been [be] a transit CM P) appear to have finally been setconduit employed and then aban- tled. Attorney Richard C. Hibliani, from
the Washington firm of Hight, Klemper
doned by a possible "primogenitor"

and Bock, and corporate counsel for
PaCUL, announced. this morning that
mediators from the Navajo Peace
Center in Shiprock, Arizona have successfully negotiated a possible Iongterm economic truce. This marks the
fifth occasion this year Native
American arbitration has averted a
major financial catastrophe. According
to Hibliani, PaCUL has agreed to
loosen its stringent anti- relaxant and
anti- sleep tank policy for its orbitting
steel manufacturing
labor force.
Correspondingly, WIP will begin supplying PaCUL hiring officers with
detailed background assessments Of(./.
potential but not current employees.
The LRT was designed to send supralight transmissions to the French
colonies on Beta Damforth and Rigel
sub 11/FR. It should be completed,
barring further problems, by 2150:
- LawNewslnternexus/Reuters

Tenerife
(Canary
January 4, 2129

Islands)

The sensational murder trial of

age 7

US Army Major John F. Gutierrez,
accused of operating a human sport
hunting compound on Lanzarote,
a
small, virtually uninhabited micro- islet
one hundred and eighty miles from
Casablanca, stalled again as defense
counsel, led byG'don N'jery of Lagos,
urged Judge Ute Kamarsord (a private
justice with the Norwe~ian Jud!ciary
Service) to disallow the Introduction at
trial of the corporal remains of several
dozen "victlms" exhumed by Interpol
agents on the islet N'jery argued in a
special
chambers
ad vocam that
Interpol had violated the Treaty of
Argonne by not getting the go ahead
from Portuguese
authorities before
digging. Allegations
against Major
Gutierrez include kidnapping these
men and women from their home
cities (typically in mainland Europe
and on the rimcoast of North Africa)
.lOd
setting up complex armed "hunts"
for the captives in the densely- foliated
jungle interior. Prosecutors
believe
Gutierrez catered to the international
adventure set who, rich with monies
off the game preserve boom of '26,
were more than willing to pay upwards
of $500,00 American to pursue human
prey. The ring was uncovered when a
"captive", Kingsley Chang, escaped on
a log raft and floated to Gibraltar.
Chang's story was later told in the film
"Deadliest Game Revisited."
-UPI

Los
Angeles
(California)
February 19,2129
Lawyers from Adams, Duque
and Crutcher (San Francisco) this
morning
filed a complex
"livingmotion under Division 14468(d) of the
revised FRCP, contesting the constitutionality of General Populace Vote
(GPV) 12, the people's initiative banning English in public schools. GPY 12
passed overwhelmingly in 2124, with a
pro- rate of over 87%. White residents,
comprising 9% of the common electorate, have fought the bill since its
genesis in the House of representatives in 2119. Currently, Spanish, the
official language of the state, is the lingua franca of the educational system.
English is taught only to those students not yet conversant in the primary tongue. The attorneys from Adams
tele- argued before US Central District
Magistrate Hiram Bonaventura. T~ey
contended GPV 12 violated the First
and Fourteenth Amendments of the
Constitution. Bonaventura permitted
computergenerated
holographic
arguments before the bench. Melanie
Diolstrom, lead counsel for A~ams,
representing the severed but ahg~ed
interests
of twenty three action
groups, used the revolutionary
new
Cray- 17 supercomputer to "composead litem testimony by several key
Founders,
notably James Madison
and Thomas Jefferson. This is the first
time a federal court has allowed such

argument.
Last year, the Delaware
Supreme Court, in an unprecedented
and highly
controversial
move,
allowed the use of limited "remarks" by
the holo of deceased Justice Benjamin
Cardozo. The Cray- 17, working at
several hundred million computations
per nanosecond,
compresses
all
known biographicaVcontextual data on
any given historical figure into a "~anage able- package then syntheslzes
the sum through a modern pyschoanalytical processor and delivers the
result into the cerebellum
of an AI
(artificial
intelligence)
unit. That AI
then "speaks- for the dead figure. The
process has been cri~cized ~y both
academics and the National Utigators
Association as fundamentally inaccurate.
-AP/Jones

Shanghai
(Chinese
P rotectorate/N on- Irradiated
Zone) March 22, 2129
The trial of a so- called
"predator" began today. Defen~e attorneys, flown in from Tokyo Just 48
hours ago, immediately asked for a
thirty day continuance. This is the first
"predator" case to the reach the trial
level. The first ·predator-, captured by
elite military
forces last year in
Sumatra, detonated a hidden thermonuclear device while in a holding cell
in Jakarta, destroying ten square miles
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neutralize the "predator" near the
waterfront. The Japanese lawyers
made no comment as to possible
defense strategies for the "predator."

than human, will appeal to the
Hague.
- EuroNet

- UPI

Outer System News:

London

(England)

June

5,

2129
The British Carriers' Union
lost its bid to unify the laborltrades
today. The House of Lords, with two
Justices absent due to the plague,
unanimously voted to retain the separate industrial unions rather than
force hostile assimilation. Though
Commonwealth
Procedural
Enactment (CPE) 415.56 appeared
to advocate unqulaified merger, the
court, fearing centralization more
than economic repercussions, arnde
its decision based on public policy.
Britain, lone victor of the EEC wars,
has outlawed robot workers and
severely restricted machine assmebly lines. BCU, a proponent of both,
and more representative of AI labor

Uranus July 15, 2129
The frontier justice court in
PalimoTown on Titania, the launch
moon for the web probes, has convicted and executed fourteen men
and women, all DriftGypsies sailing
the solar currents in fleetCaravels, of
space piracy. From the sketchy
reports coming in from local, planetside journalists, all fourteen were
plasma- shot by firing squad in the
town square yesterday at noon PCT
(Perimeter Curve Time). According
to Gunther Anselm, an NBC field
reporter stationed on Titania, the
DriftGypsies had been found guilty of
raiding a family mine on Oberon;
killing every human on the premises.
DriftGypsies, either in massCaravan
or individually, have been implicated

in over a dozen felony events - systemwide - this solar year. The frontier justice courts, governed by the
United Nations, have flouted the ban
on capital punishment since their
creation in 2118. Due the extreme
distance involved and the virtual
impossibility of regular monitoring,
earth governments have been reluctant to press conformity. There are
currently seven frontier justice courts
scattered among the populated
moons of the outer planets.

Subscription form:
The Science Fiction Law Journal appears twice a year. It is free. If you would like to be on our
mailing list, please fax this form back to John Rogers c/o Los Angeles Daily Journal newspaper
(213) 680- 3682 ormall it to : John Rogers/LADJ/915 E. First St.lL.A.lCA/90012.
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Case
Series
Case #002
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People v. Kiveg- Ho
Supreme Court of the Exxon- ADM
Mars Colony, 2104.
232 Mars 1002, 10 O.P. 3rd 2256
Cunningham, Justice.
The outgrowth of organized, violent crime from
our sister planets, most notably old Earth and its primary
natural satellite, Luna, has been a source of concern and
worry for this court for some several decades now. Of
course, many of those offenses loosely considered
felonies accompany mankind everywhere it expands;
being, as they are, part of perhaps some basic human
psyche. However, the carefully orchestrated, gangland based theft crimes, now regarded by most of the solar
system's high courts as "super-Jarcenies", are not logical
extensions of passion and social interplay. Rather they
reflect a sad transition our frontier citystate has undergone. A metamorphosis from rural culture to urban, from
peaceful and innocent to hostile. The particular case at
hand is one of first blush for our court. It deals with the
felony murder rule and whether it can be employed in a
circumstance where government suppression forces, in
attempting to apprehend a team of heavily- armed offworld bank robbers, wrongly discharged military 'seek
and find" ammunition in a pressurized commerce bubble,
killing fourteen hostages.

Facts

Page 9

mated defense beacons and burning open the plasteel
hull to the local bank, First Conglomerate Savings, within
a matter of fifteen minutes.
Kiveg- Ho proceeded to hold all twenty customers and
five bank tellers hostage while he and his men systematically removed all of the institution's platinum cashplate.
Unbeknownst to Kiveg- Ho, a teller had activated a silent
alarm under her workdesk, alerting regional poUceto the
robbery in progress.
Colonial Response Units, commanded by Captain
Hans Uber of the Army reserve, and manned by elements
of the Fifth Mechanized Infantry, arrived on the scene in
less than ten minutes from their remote staging area at
8endux.
Without consulting local constabulary, Uber ordered
an immediate assault on the bank. Soldiers, armed with
state- of- the- art KVD multi- pulse railguns, breached the
robbers' defenses and entered the bank itself at 11:23
MST.
At this juncture, fighting became extremely dense.
Kiveg- Ho made an abortive attempt to reach the barge,
Uber's forces trapped him in the bank. It became apparent to Uber that Kiveg- Ho, whose firepower was considerable, could hold out indefinitely in the rear quarter of the
bank vault. Here, he made his first crucial error. He
ordered his men to load- up with "seek and find· ammunition. This volatile and experimental ordnance theoretically
can identify targets by heat signature. However, the military has tabled its use until further study can be made of
the reUabiUtyof the targetting functions.
Next, rather than treat for surrender or telecom for
advice from regional Ho. Uber deployed an incursion
force with express orders to fire at will.
In the ensuing firefight, Kiveg- Ho and his cohorts discharged over six thousand shells. Many struck the
Colonial soldiers, who, wearing ceramorganic body
armor, were unhurt. None struck any hostages.
However, fourteen of said hostages were struck and
killed by the "seek and find" ammunition, which, apparently malfunctioning at a basic operative level, defaulted to
any heat signature within a certain proximity, and sought
them out relentlessly.

On Thursday, August 23,
2101, at 10:00 a.m. MST, a cargo barge, the Alan Mist III,
departed Phobos station and plugged into the Mars Entry
Grid. This barge, ostensibly carrying 25,000 tonnes of
raw grain for the factory complex outside Olympus Mons, Holding
broke from its assigned course and dropped out of
The defendant appeals from a conviction, by
tracked space at approx. 10:09 MST. Local traffic picked human jury, of first degree felony murder as the result of
it up on the outskirts of McKenna's Crossing, a small trad- the deaths which occurred during the armed robbery. The
ing post near the mining head at Copperbelt. Within min- court of appeals affirmed, citing Redline, Bakerutes the barge had mgrounded" (an aeronautical term Wraghtand Sears. For reasons hereinafter following, we
meaning the ship had touched down without proper gravi- reverse and remand for trial at the colonial adversary
ty adhesion). Defendant Marcus Kiveg- Ho, an alleged level in keeping with this decision.
Norwegian- Chinese criminal mercenary in the employ of
the Chia- Don, one of the asteroid belt mobs, then led a
five- man strike team into the village, bypassing the auto-
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Book Reviews
The Wreck of the Tira Squire
By Capt. Kathryn Unhezuastui

--

Zorian Tribal Law
By Prof. Wilhelm Gustav Anterich
Doubleday, Hart & Brace; 2130: New York

Hidalgo & Sons; 2131. Miami
The Tira Squire was a passenger liner, bound for
Saturn, that collided with an asteroid in the mid- summer of
2124. 3400 people lost their lives in the accident, most suffering catastrophic decompression inside their cabins. 600 crew
and passengers survived.
This book doesn't tell their story.
Instead it focuses on the competence trial of Captain
Kathryn Unhezuastui held one year later on Mars by the
Maritime Safety Court. Since the author is the subject, there
are nagging questions about the facts (most of which are eventually answered in the text) and one does feel occasionally that
Unhezuastui is painting a rosier picture of events than is really
warranted (or true).
However, she pulls remarkably few punches; owning
up to much of the blame and going into great detail on the various theories argued by both sides on the counts of negligence,
foreseeability and intentional tort. It helps that Unhezuastui is a
trained lawyer (having attended law school prior to going to the
merchant academy). Her sense of legal reasoning is strong, as
is her articulation of the law.
Essentially, Unhezuastui believes her ship was sabotaged. Though no trace of an explosive was found aboard the
wreckage, she feels this is not determinative since three quarters of the vessel vaporized at the point of collision. Computer
analysis of the few blast- holes found does not rule out a
bomb of some sort. And, to back her theory up, Unhezuastui
argues persuasively that her rival Cruise line, FletcherHowarth, had much to gain from the destruction of the sole
Cunard ship still running to Saturn.
But this is all conjectural.
The meat of the story lies in Unhezuastui's uncanny
reconstruction of the trial itself; her presence there, the jury,
the judges, the atmosphere, and so on. The suspense she
builds is admirable (especially since we all know the outcome
of the triaL). Her descriptions of the desperate pre- trial meetings, the Q & A preparation, the various voir dire gambles, the
emotionally wrenching testimony of the survivors and the devastating five hours she herself spent on the stand, subjected to
human and AI cross- examination, are absolutely first- rate.
In the end, we are left unsure as to why the Tira
Squire was lost And, moreover, unsure of Unhezuastui's part
in the disaster.
But for sheer story- telling and a piercingly dear view
of a trial from the inside out, The Wreck of the Tira Squire is
well- worth the $180 cover price at your neighborhood bookshop.

This rewarding new text by Dunshaven Law
College's Distinguished Professor of Xenojurisprudence,
Wilhelm Anterich, is a very welcome addition to his growing
canon of field treatises on alien legal customs and disciplines. Anterich spent all of 2128 in the bush researching the
current book; living as a villager with the Zorian reptiles for
the better part of six months.
Anterich is certainly no stranger to this sort of
hands- on treatment In 2125, he and a team of professors
from Loyola Law School, lived aboard a Quintiloan HiveShip,
observing the insect mother dispense justice from her
cocoon. That book, mesmerizing as it was, does not
approach this Zorian material in depth or breadth.
Here, Anterich didn't just watch the villagers holding
court, he actually became a part of it, earning a credential as
a wise man of their tribe and formally "trying cases" in front of
the village elders.
His thoughtful analysis of Zorian traditional law is
blended with a keen psychological understanding (probably
brought to the table by his wife, noted psychiatrist Maria
Hermosina Anterich, who accompanied him on this voyage).
Anterich's perception is never condescending, never outraged (even at the sometimes harsh methods employed) and
never boring (he recounts several non- legal expeditions into
the deep forests of the planet and the many encounters he
and his team had with native wildlife - - few pleasant!).
The Zorians, generally regarded as the third alien
race Humanity has encountered (after the Quintiloans and,
some would argue, the Predators - though no actual diplomatic contact has been made with them as yet), have until
this text been an unknown quantity from a legal point of view.
A primitive race, quadrupedal, carnivorous, roughly in the
Bronze Age of technological development, they apparently
use a form of religious law based on ancestry and genealogy. An offender, typically one who has taken another Zorian's
possessions or mated with his or her spouse, is brought
before the village elders. They enter a trance- like state
(brought about by ingestion of a local herb) and communicate quasi- telepathically.
According to Anterich, often the tribal elders will be
able to see the events through the memory of the offender,
and, knowing the exact nature of the crime, administer immediate and usually brutal justice. But a strong- willed Zorian
can withstand the trance and hide his memories. This
demands a trial, wherein testimony is taken, evidence is presented and oral depositions are made before the ceremonial
firehearth.
Punishments ranged from minor fines (the giving up

•
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of a weapon, the building of a hut, etc) to death or, worse,
banishment
In the final chapters, Anterich discusses his opinions as to our relationship with the Zorian race (basically
he advocates staying away) and he compares their system·
with early man's. In several key areas, he concludes they
are, from a temporaUdevelopmental standpoint, superior.
In fact, he goes so far as to say that in one or two thousand years they should be more advanced than Humanity
in almost all legal doctrines. As always, Anterich's style is
easy and familiar while at the same time remaining scholarly. He is an optimist, an academic and, lastly, a good
writer.
Zorian Tribal Law is strongly recommended not
lust for foreign and alien law aficionados but lay readers as
well.

•
"Night Flight

Q)~erStar Base 7" by cathy Buburuz September 7/93
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Hypothetical
Case
Series

ordered a termination.
At this point, President Wilkinson failed to follow
the War Powers Resolution -(WPR), and authorized the
launching of a third flotilla of surface vessels.
The President argued in the appellate court that
the WPR was, in fact, unconstitutional; being an undue
invasion of the "core functions· of his branch and, thereCase #003
fore, a violation of the principle of Separation of Powers.
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
Additionally, he contended that his actions were de facto
United States v. Wilkinson
protected via the doctrine of sovereign immunity. Thirdly,
550 u.s. 1021. 102 S. Ct. 2123, 54 LEd. 238 (2130)
he claimed that the severe crisis and panic in the nation's
major cities caused by the events discussed at length
Ms. Chief Justice ESTRELLA delivered the opinion of below were sufficient to justify an immediate and, if necesthe court.
sary, long- term response from him (based on the doctrine
of executive necessity), He further stated that, as chief
This litigation presents for review the refusal of the executive, he was not, in any event, amenable to a suit of
nation's chief executive officer, President Bryan Napier this nature and, ergo, not, in this particular instance, subWilkinson, to cease and desist his continued authorization ject to the will of this court.
The United States, represented by Special
of a U.S. military engagement in the mid- Atlantic.
Congress, after evaluating President Wilkinson's prelimi- Counsel Willard Chen of the Office of Inter- Branch
nary 48 hour report and assessing global prospects at the Relations (a legislatively appointed agency whose person60 day decision threshold, determined that removal of our nel are subject to quafified removal by the President), conforces was warranted. As specified in section 5. (b)(1) of tended that even under the most forgiving standards of.
the War Powers Resolution of 1973, congress issued a review (specifically Justice Frankfurter's concurrence in the
Steel Seizure Case and Justice Campilari's dissent in
·withdrawal of armed forces' order to the President.
However, the President chose to ignore this order, relying Unidyne), the President's actions were illegal and did, in
instead on his ability under section 5. (b)(3) to extend hos- and of themselves, violate Separation of Powers in that
tilities a further 30 days. Again at 90 days, congress they collided with and impaired substantially the constitutional right oJ Congress alone to declare war.

--------------

~
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Notwithstanding several centuries of "hands- off" treatment of the President and his multi- lateral powers, no
"gloss" of history or "establishment through inattention"
theories
could possibly be stretched to allow the
President such sweeping authority. In essence, Chen
argued that the doctrine of "adverse possession" could
not apply to the constitutional rights of the federal government.
Factual Background
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On April 12,2129, the Pan- Atlantic Treaty Alliance
[PATA] (iceland, Greenland, Calypso- I (a submerged
metroplex on the Reveldian Plateau south of Iceland)
and GeoStatIM, a fixed orbit space community operating as oceanic trackers and watchdogs for the pact)
declared war on the United Kingdom.
The dispute arose after the UK began sinking
its quasi- permanent petroleum drill stations deep into
the vulcan ravines surrounding the agricultural plains
PATA used to grow its significant kelp crop. The harvest of 2129 was far below projected "reaps". PATA
petitioned the Hague for judicial review.
The subsequent trial, lasting almost 12 months,
need not be examined here. The pro- UK ruling, touching off a spate of world- wide warfare, is common
knowledge to even to youngest schoolchild .

13

On April 19, in a pre- emptive strike, British and
Irish submarine forces assaulted Calypso-I. Foodstuff
production came to a shuddering halt. A hunger crisis
arose overnight in the U.S. President Wilkinson asked
congress for statutory power to exercise military discretion; his clear intent being to stop the UK forces from
destroying one of the globe's primary food manufacturing centers. Fearing economic reprisals from the UK (a
Large Volume Trading Partner [LVTP]), congress
delayed then flatly refused.
The President believing a disastrous nationwide food shortage was only days away, decided to act
on the authority of the War Powers Resolution. On May
1 , six American Naval Battlecruisers set sail from their
stationary deep- sea pens east of Nova Scotia. They
attacked the British- captured underwater colony 24
hours later.
A full- blown military confrontation followed and
is currently being waged there, 500 fathoms beneath
the surface of the Atlantic.
Holding & Analysis
For reasons set forth in greater detail below,
we hold that...
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SPACED WELLING FAMILIES: THE PROJECTED
APPLICATION OF FAMILY LAW IN
ARTIFICIAL SPACE LIVING
ENVIRONMENTS·

I.

I:-'1RODUcnON

. The e~liest stage of human exploration of space involved space
flight-a-a single encapsulated astronaut launched bv missile into
space, circling the Earth for a matter of hours.' During the second
stage, improved technology made possible space travel-journeys,
from Earth to the Moon or to an orbiting artificial environment such
as Skylab--by teams of humans for days or even weeks at a rime."
The logical next step will be the construction of additional artificial living environments, of varying sizes and locations, to facilitate
research and development, and eventually, permanent settlement in
space.' The human beings who will occupy these environments will
be n~ither pi.lots briefly testing a space capsule, nor scientists performing a senes of tests for a few days in a cramped, orbiting laboratory. They will be living in space; they will be literally "at home"
there.
Most of the literature on law and space exploration has ad?ressed on!y the problems generated by the first two stages. Reflectmg the bnef and temporary n~ture of space flight and early space
• © 1984 Jan C. Costello. All rights reserved. This article is based upon research
performed ,:nder the auspices of a joint venture between Hastings College of the Law
and the NASA-Ames
Research
Center
Uoint Venture
:-<0. NCA2-DA280-001).
~mmenlS
on an earlier draft by Loyola Law School faculty members Marv-Lvnne
FISher. Stanley A_ Gol~
•. and Vicki ~ichd
are gratefully acknowledged.
Loyola
students Jesse ~1. JaureguI. Linda H. Ludwig, and Ryan H. Rainev, and SCOl! F. March
(Hastings Class of 19B-H. provided valuable research assistance.
.
•• Associate Professor. Loyola Law School, Los Angeles, California.
B.A .. :vI.A .. J.D ..
Yale Universirv.
, For.a hisrcrv of the early U.S. space program, sec ~. CARPE:-"ER, L. CooPER. J.
Gu::-<:-<. v. GRtSSO~I. w, ScHIRRA. A. SHEPARD & D. St-n.o:-<.
\ ....E SEVE:-<: By THE
~ERCt:RY .~O"At.TS
(1963).
2 Su gmrra/& NASA. APOLLO E..XPEDmo:-<s TO THE :1.100:-<(19i5) [hereinafter
ciled
as APOLLO ExPEDmo:-<sJ. For one space travder's experience, see~. CoLLI:-<S. CARRY.
r.<C THE FIRE: A.'i AsntO"AL.'S
JOt:R.''EY (19i4).
3 Su S. CaROVE, STUDIES 1:-<SPACE LAw: ITS CHALLL'iCES A:-<DPROSPECTS H 1213-20 (1977) (discussing problems of space law jurisdiction);
infta text accompanvlrlg notes 81-83.
'
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travel, that literature has predictably dra....
-n from such analogous areas as aviation and admiralty law.' Only very recently have commentators begun to consider legal questions deriving from-and
possibly unique to--the experience of human beings living in space."
Of course, in a very real sense, human beings already live "in
space": that is, we inhabit a natural satellite circling a star-e-both of
these natural bodies traveling through space." The living environment of the planet Earth has shaped both the physical and the psychological nature of mankind.' We evolved on Earth and so we are
"at home" here. It is difficult to image how different we would be if
"home" were a totally different environment, even an artificial one
created entirely by human beings. Since all the variations of human
behavior observed in different cultures have developed within the
same planetary environment," they may not be reliable guides for
predicting the effect an artificial living environment in space will
4 Su, <.g., DeSaussun:,
TOWtzTtIa £='/or Spaa Transport, TJu Mant/flu AnaI'g)', 14 '
L,s=L."
L. REV. 1 (1983) (describing extent to which maritime rules and air regulations are applicable to carriage of goods in space); DeSaussun:, MariJimr and Spa« Laui,
Comparisoru and CmtJrasLJ (An Ouimic VttW of Spac< Transptzrf). 9 J. SPACE L. 93 (1981)
(advocating maritime law as modd for space law); Williams, TJu L=' of tIu &a: A ParalILl/or Spaa L='. 22 MIL. L. REV. 155 (1963) (same).
~ &<. <.g., Glazer, DtmuCiIL and 11IIksJry in Oukr Space, 1 i CoLt:M. J. TRASS"AT'L L.
67,67 (1978) ("The imminent political and economic exploitation
of the outer space
segment of transnational
space presents a major and tangible challenge to contemporary
national and international
law-makers. "): Gorove, CnTntnol JlLTistlieJJOn in OuJrT Sptue, 6
Ixr't, LAw. 313, 313 (1972) ("[AJ number of problems of criminal jurisdiction may arise
which will have to be tackled by lawyers if man's activities in space are to take place in
an orderly manner and with a minimum of friction."); Robinson. Homo Spatial is: A
Spa.« Lasa .Dikmnuz, PRoc. OF THE TWE!,'IY-SECOSD CoUOQI.11L'M OS THE L OF
Ot.-rER SPACE 195 (1979).
6 An awareness that human beings have always been space travelers and spacedwdlers is implied in the title of R. BUCKMISSTI:R FULLER'S OPERATISC MA:-.'t;AL fOR
SPACESHtP EARTH (1969).
7 For general
analyses of human biological, social. and psychological evolution, see
D. BARASH, THE WHISPERI"CS wrrms. EVOLt."os
A:o.'DTHE ORICIS OF HUMA."
BEHAVIOR (1979); S. GoULD, THE PAl>'DA'STHUMB: MORE REfl.ECTlOSS IS NAruRAL
HISTORY (1982); M. Ko:-''NER, THE TA.-';CLEDWISC: BIOLOGICAL Co:-''STRAIS-rs OS
THE Ht:MAN SPIRIT (1983); D. MORRIS, THE NAKED APE: A ZooLOGIST'S SruDY Of
THE Hl.1MA.'i A......MAL (1979). Commentaries specifically concerning the evolution of the
human female include S. HRDY, THE WOMA.'i THAT NEVER EVOL\'ED (1981). and M.
NowAK, EVE'S RIB (1980)_ Barash and Hrdy use a sociobiological approach rathenhan
a traditional, anthropological
one.
S &< S. HRDY, srtJml note 7, at 160-88; M. KOl>'SER, Rlpra note 7, at 379-406. Anthropologists and psychologists have observed both wide variations and surprising consistencies in the behavior of human beings in different cultures and at different stages in
our history. The argument
has been advanced that homo sapiens ,,;11 be changed by
space exploration and colonization,
"for we will have opened the door for our accderated e'-olution."
Finney & Jones, From Ajriat 10 W SJ/J:n: TN boUdimJ of tIu bpiuring
Animal, 53 ADVA.'iCES IS THE AsTROSAt."CAL ScI. 85. 85, 96-101 (1982).
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have on human behavior,"
Thus, it is concededly difficult, if not impossible, to envision the
legal problems of a human society so far in the future.'? Yet it is
relatively easy to identify the general categories of conflict among
human beings on Earth that require legal, or quasi-legal, solutions."
behavior which violates the rule or will of the governing body (criminal law); disputes over the distribution of a deceased person's property or the carrying out of the decedent's requests (probate law); and
disputes concerning the status, responsibilities, and rights of individuals within a family unit (family law).
We may thus assume that at least the first generation of human
beings who leave Earth to live in space will take with them a need for
criminal law, probate, and family law. At a minimum, they willalso
take with them not only certain concepts of Earth life, including
"family," but also the experience of life within a society where the
state both defines and regulates the family relationship. 12
9 AI least one commentator
has acknowledged this dilemma by distinguishing
the
early astronauts and space travelers from "spacekind," or human beings who are fully
adapted to life in space. S" Robinson, mpra note 5, at 29 n.lO. Spacekind refers to
"individuals who are living and functioning primarily under the influence of a totally
synthetic and alien life-support environment in Dear and deep space." It/. Earthkind
denominates individuals who function "00 Eanh's surface under normal and familiar
cultural influences and biophysical dictates associated with sea-level solar radiation."
It/.
10 At least initially,
the nation that sends human beings to live in space may have to
bear .rhe responsibility
for structuring both a government and a legal system that will
contribute to successful adaptation to space. For a discussion of the legal responsibility
_•
he nation of origin, see infta note 12 and accompanying
text. See also J. STEWART,
EMERCtSC PATTERSS OF A PRIVATEI:-rTER:,ATIOSAL SPACE
REGIME-EveOSARV OR REVOLtiTlOSARV? (1980) (prepnnt no. 8O-S1·43) (available from American Institute of Aeronautics and Astrcnaurics), which states that
(t]he need to identify space objects and space shuttles by country of registration may loom even larger as the private entrepreneur
begins to operate in
outer space. The question of binhs, deaths, marriages and other events ef·
fecting upon private rights of individuals have been dealt with to a greater
or lesser degree in the maritime and aviation environments and will undoubtedly have to be addressed in the space environment.
It/. at 4-5. For a proposed international approach to the creation of substantive law
governing activities in Outer space, see DeSaussure, lin Inugrallt/ ugal SyslLm For SpaLl, 6
J. SP.~CE L 1i9, 191·92 (19i8).
II Commentatcrs
tend to agree on the persistence of disputes in space, but not on the
need for lawyers to resolve them. Compml Robinson, Spaa /..mupring: An Unusual BUS1~
=,54
FLA. B.J. 58 (1980) (discussing different types of law in space and role of space
lawyer) and Shurkin, 77zae III"'"'9S Will S.lliI Disprms bini. Yran IIUJa7From 1111)'Untrl,
CAL. uw., Feb. 1982, at 30 (describing training of space lawyers) with Sioup, Shou14
~
Dr Allowaf in Spaa-T/S Goldm IJmr Mo/ Suggal An AIUW<r, Paoc, OF TIlE
T""E.'ITY·FOL"RTII Cou.oQll1t.iM OF TIlE 1.. OF OtiTER SPACE 219 (1982) (sporuored by
the International
Institute of Space Law of the International
Astronautical
Federation)
(lawyers in space must possess nOD·law·related skills).
12 I assume that these spacedwdlers
will come from one or more nations with the
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Of course, the kind of family law that spacedwellers will need
depends on the nature of the "family" they develop. The successful
development of a family law system for human beings living in space
will depend upon the answers to the following questions: (1) As
human beings learn to live in space, will their sexual and parentchild relationships be altered by that adaptive process; (2) Will existing family law as developed in the United States be adequate to
respond to those changes; and (3) What role can or should the governing entity of the artificial living environment play in developing
or modifying family law to reflect those changes. This article will
explore those issues in the context of three foreseeable types of "space
living"
environments-"short-term,"
"temporary,"
and
"permanent. "13
In order to discuss the extent to which family law will be necessary to a community of spacedwellers, we must determine its role in
an Earth society. Therefore, this article will first analyze the present
function of family law in the United States. I' Next the article will
examine existing plans for long-term space travel and settlements,
and will identify family law issues unique to or influenced by space
living environments. Ajudgment that existing family law will prove
inadequate in such environments will be followed by recommendations to adapt present law to short-term and temporary space living.
technology and high degree of social organization necessary to develop a space settlement program. For the purposes of this anicle, the spacedwellers discussed will be either
united States citizens or citizens of a nation working cooperatively with the United
States in developing a space settlement.
The first space settlements are lilr.e1yto be registered by one or more nations of Earth consistent witb the provisions of United Xaricas
treaties. The primary international
treaty governing space exploration is the Treaty on
Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space,
Including the Moon and Otber Celestial Bodies, Jan. 27,1967,18
U.s.!. 2410, T.IAS.
No. 6347, 610 U.N.TS. 205.
•
Consistent with the provisions of this treaty, space settlements may be considered as
falling under the legal jurisdiction of the registering nation. That provision, in pertinent
pan, declares that "[a] State Pany to the Treaty on whose registry an object launched
into outer space is carried shall retain jurisdiction and control over such object.. and 0''''any personnel thereof. while in outer space or on a celestial body." /d. art. \ llI, 18
U.S.T. at 2416,610 U.N.TS. at 209.
The extent to which settlements will be self-governing' and the form their govern.
meats will assume is presently unclear. C.f Glazer, supra note 5, at 71 n.1 i (arguing that
grant of sovereignty to space community would violate established principles of international law).
13 For definitions
of these terms, see infta text accompanying
notes 81-83.
I' This seaioo
includes a brief discussion of existing methods of resolving family law
issues where there is DO clear family domicile or an apparent conflict bet>.-een jurisdictions. Arguably, the most analogous sitWltion is that faced by military penonncl. See
Fiore, A6sma 0/ lJomiak in Milil4T7Di_=:
Filii Faith and DuL I+rx= &9"lTmom/.S, 102
MIL. L REV. 51, 52 (1983).
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Finally, the article will set out a general approach to resolution of
family law issues in the context of a permanent space living
environment_
II.

THE

PRESENT
THE

A_ R~guLalion

FUNCTION
UNITED

OF

F.....
'l.fILY L-\w

IN

STATES

of &:nuliity

The United States Constitution protects the fundamental right
of privacy, 15 including the right to marry'" and the right to have-or
refrain from having-children.
Official recognition and promotion
of certain types of sexual relationships deemed beneficial to society, 18
however, has been evinced in the enactment of statutes establishing
criteria for marriage.!?
Similarly, government power to punish or
discourage sexual relationships deemed undesirable, such as incest'?
or sexual relations with a minor female," has long been upheld.
The primary rationale for governmental involvement in those
areas is the state's interest in encouraging procreation under circumstances deemed likely to produce healthy, genetically normal offspring.:?:! However, even where there is little or no genetic risk, a

I'

15 £ff., Griswold
v. Connecticut,
381 U.S. 479, 485 (1965) (recognizing "zone of privacy created by several fundamental
constitutional
guarantees").
16 Loving v. Virginia. 388 U.S. I, 12 (1967) ("Marriage is one of the 'basic civil rights
of
fundamental
to our very existence and survival.")
(quoting
Skinner
v,
Oklahoma ex T<l Williamson, 316 U.S. 535, 541 (1941)).
17 Skinner v. Oklahoma
'x TeL Williamson, 316 U.S. 535. 541 (1942) ("[Procreation
is] one of the basic civil rights of man. Marriage and procreation are fundamental
'0 the
very existence and survival of the race.").
:8 Su, •.g., Reynolds v. United States, 98 U.S. 145 (18i8) (prosecution of Mormon
for
polygamy upheld against firsl amendment
challenge): Adams v. Howerton.
6i3 F.2d
1036 (9th Cir.) (refusal of INS to recognize homosexual marriage affinned). cert. dmird.
458 C.S. 1111 (1982); Baker v. Nelson, 291 Minn. 310. 191 N.W.2d 185 (prohibition
on
homosexual marriages no< violative of equal protection clause), app<a/dimlweti, 409 V.S.
810 (1971); M.T. v.J.T., 140 N.J. Super. 77,84,355 A.2d 204, 207 (App. Diy. 19i6) ("In
the matrimonial field the heterosexual union is usually regarded as the only one entitled
to legal recognition and public sanction. 'J (citations omitted); Singer v, Hara. II \Vash .
A pp. 24i. 522 P.2d 118i (19H) (prohibition
on homosexual marriages upheld against
challenge grounded on State equal rights amendment).
19
e.ff., liSIF. MARRIAGE Al\"D DIVORCE Acr § 207(a), 9A V.l-....lOB (1979)
(p..."mbing
prohibited marriages).
20 $e, MODEL P£_'iAL CoDE § 230.2 (1980); see also id. § 230.2 commentary
at 402-00
(discussing rationales for prohibiting
intercourse between closely related individuals).
21
id. § 2 13. I (I)(d) (male is guilty of rape ifhe has sexual intercourse with female
under ten years of age); if. Michael M. v. Superior Court. 450 U.S. 464 (1981) (California statutory rape _rute
upheld notwithstanding
its gender basis).
22 All states have statUtes prohibiting
marriages between persons related by lineal
consanguinity
and between brother and sister. J. AR££.", FAMILY LAw: CASES ",''D
MATERIALS 10 D.l (1978); if. Ur.-IF. MARRIAGE
DIVORCE ACT § 207, 9A V.l-....

man:
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state's power to prohibit marriage and sexual activity between some
individuals is upheld because it furthers social stability.23 Moreover,
administrative convenience is served by permitting a state to define
and regulate marital and family relations24 in areas ranging from
ta.xation25 to eligibility for public benefits.26
The extent to which state regulation of family relationships reinforces or reflects moral and religious values is significant. At common law and in the United States well into the twentieth century,
the requirements for marriage and the grounds for annulment or divorce generally followed closely the provisions of Roman Catholic or
Anglican canon law.27 In matters such as the minimum age for marriage and the forbidden degrees of consanguinity, state courts have
often deferred to long-standing Judeo-Christian tradition.28 The enforcement of morality through the promotion of the family relationship has been regarded as a legitimate purpose for statutes limiting
lOB (1979) (prohibiting such marriages).
l'early all of those statutes also prohibit the
marriage of uncle and niece and of aunt and nephew. J. AREE."', supra: '.g., CAt.. C!v.
CoDE § 4400 (Deering 1984): KY. DoM. REL. LAw § ;, (McKinney
1977).

23 $" l'~'F. MARRIAGE A"';DDIVORCE ACT § 207 note, 9....-V. L.A. 109 (1979) ("Marriages of brothers and sisters by adoption are prohibited because: of the social interest in
discouraging
romantic attachments
between such persons even if there is no genetic
risk."). For examples of statutes that prohibit marriages between some classes of persons
related by affinity, see MASS. GE."i. LAws A~"'. §§ I, 2 (West Cum. Supp. 198+-1985);
MlSS. CoDE A.'",- § 93-1-1 (1973).
24 For a discussion of the constitutionality
of such state definitions, see Hafen, .i1ar·
rUzff', Kinship, I1nIi Saua/ E'rilJtU)"-&ltmdnff
tlulm1z,·U/w/ I1nIi SocUz/ lt7kYuu, 81 MICH. L.
REY. 463 (1983); Karst, 77" FTudom 0/ Inl,'mtJJr AJSociaIionJ, 89 YALE L.J. 624 (1980).
25 Several provisions in the Internal Revenue Code clearly define and regulate marita! and family relations. Section 152, for example, presaibes tests for detennining dependency exemptions.
I.R.C. § 152 (West 1984); if. Turpinseed
v. Commissioner, 27
T.C. 758 (1957) (denying dependency exemption to taxpayer who engaged in illicit relationship in violation of criminal statute). S" gmnally D. POSt,..;, FEDERAL i"iOOME T AXAnO"'; OF I"';DMDUALS A:o.'DBASIC Co"';CEPTS II<THE TAXAnO"'; OF ALL E:-'TlTIES 33842 (1983).
26 5«, '-1-, Califano v. Boles, 443 U.S. 282 (1979) (upholding
Social Security Act
provision restricting mother's benefits to widows and divorced wives); Califano v. Jobst,
434 1.:.S. 47 (1977) (upholding constitutionality
of Social Security Act provisions terminating dependent child's benefits upon his marriage).
8rtJ if. Comment, Califano v.
Boles: liNipIIlIi+okcJion /t1T IIkgiJimok ClriJ4Tm I1nIi nei, MDIhrn, 9' N.Y.U. REV. L. &
Soc. CHA."GE 241 (arguing both that &In cannot be reconciled with Court's earlier
decisions and that decision fails to comport with constitutionally
protected privacy
rights).
2' $ee C. FOOT£, R.J. LEVY & F.E.A. SAIIo'DER,CAsES A!Io'DMATERIALS OS FAMILY
LAw 568-70 (2d eel. 1976). $e, aIst> I W. BLACXSTOl\'E, CoMME."ARI£S ·440-42 (discussing common law rules).
28 $e" •.g., In "May's
Estate. 305 N.Y. 486, 114 N.E.2d 4 (1953). In that case, the
court upheld the validity of a marriage between an uncle an~ a niece. incestuous under
New York law, because: it had been perfonned in Rhode Island, where it was valid as
confonning
to biblical law and Jewish tradition.
It!. at 491-93, 114 N.E.2d at 6-7.
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the inheritance rights ofilIegitimate children.P' and for criminal laws
punishing homosexuality'? and certain behavior, such as oral sexual
intercourse, between heterosexuals." Further, although few states retain adultery as a criminal offense;" the modem trend toward "no
fault" divorce has diminished but not eliminated penalties imposed
upon the "guilty spouse" in property division and child custody
matters."

B. Managmzml and Con/rol

of Family

Prop"ty

It is a familiar contention that the institution of marriage and
the concept of "legitimacy" in procreation developed out of a need to
protect and maintain private property.P' Certainly in the United
States, although the common law principles of primogeniture do not
apply'" and individual members of family units can and do own
property, governments recognize and encourage the purchase and
control of private property by families.P" In determining what con29 S" Labine v. Vincent. 401 U.S. 538 (1971). In Lai>inr, the Supreme Court rejected
an equal protection challenge to a Louisiana statute providing that acknowledged but
un-legitimated children could not claim the rights of legitimates.
1"- at 539-40. justice
Black. in his opinion for the Court, observed that "the power to make rules to establish.
protect. and strengthen family life. .. is committed by the Constitution of the United
States and the people of Louisiana to the legislature of that State." 1"- at 538; s" also
Levy v. Louisiana, 391 U.S. 68, 80 (1968) (Harlan. J.. dissenting) (assuming that ~(t]he
State has (the] power to provide that people who choose to live together should go
through the fonnaiities of marriage and. in default. that people who bear children
should acknowledge them"). Bid srrTrimble v. Gordon. 430 U.S. 762 (1977) (invalidating statute providing that illegimate children could inherit from mothers but not fa·
thers), Sr, gmnaU_,Clark, Conslihdionol Prolrt/ion oj"w IIkgilim4u ClJiltl, 12 U.C.D.L REV.
383.385-92 (1979) (discussing In.r, WiN, and TrimlJk).
30 Srr People v. Onofre. 51 N.Y.2d 476, 497, 415 N.E.2d 936, 945,434 N.Y.S.2d 947.
956 (1980) (Gabrielli, j., dissenting) ("In my view, the so-called 'police powers' of the
State must include the right of the State to regulate the moral conduct of its citizens and
'to maintain a decent society.''')
(quoting jacobellis v. Ohio. 3i8 U.S. 184, 199 (1964)
(Warren. C.]., dissenting». tnt. dmud, 451 U.S. 987 (1981).
3' Srr gmnaJI.r Richards, lJitNuuTaJ Aas arui W Conslillllionol RigltlliJ Prioag: A Moral
77uor:J.4O FORDHAM L REv. 1281, 1292·98 (1977) (discussing historical devdopment of
legal prohibitions on sexual devian<e including oral intercourse).
32 Sr, !IilODEL PE."AL CoDE art. 213 commentary
at 439 & nn. 31 & 32 (1980) (listing
states that include adultery as <rime, as well as those that do not).
33 All ."""erican states except South Dakota have adopted some form of no-fault divorce law. 1983 ~
oj"Amniean Famil.r law, 10 FAM. 1.. REP. (BNA) 3017 Oan. 17,
1984).
.
34 E. j"""EWAY. CROSS SECTlOl'o"SFROM A DECADE Of CHANCE 167-71 (1982).
3~ For a description
of the primogeniture
rules that were in force in England until
1925, see C. Mo¥:'o"IHA.'I, L'-rR.ODUcnON TO TIlE LAws Of REAL PROPERTY § 26, at 43
n. 9 (1962).
J6 Srr, r.g., CAL REV. & TAX CoDE § 13801(a) (West Cum. Supp. 1984) (providing
substantial tax exemptioos for transfer of property by decedent to minor children).
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stitutes "community" or "marital" property at the time of dissolution
of a marriage," or in interpreting the provisions of a will after
death;" the state commonly assumes that individuals related by
blood or marriage have an interest in acquiring property jointly and
preserving title within the family.
To view the family as simply a mechanism for acquiring and
passing on private property is, however, too simplistic. During the
development of the common law, a majority of married households
neither managed extensive real estate holdings nor left estates that
included entailed property." Similarly, in the United States today,
although many families eventually purchase their own homes, the
property acquired and managed within a family is likely to derive
from wages and investment income.r" rather than inheritance. Unquestionably, however, for its individual members, the institution of
the family is a means of economic survival. Like a business partnership, the family unit permits its members to pool financial resources
.and personal skills under one management, traditionally
the
husband's!'
As with a business partnership or corporation, the identification
3' oS« gmrrail;- W. McCv.."AHA.", CoMMUNITY PRoPERn' LA",' 1:-; THE U:-;ITED
STATES § 12.5, at 531 (1982) (upon dissolution of marriage, each spouse entitled to present. undivided interest in one-half of community propenyl; Krauskopf. Mantol Propmy
IZI Marrittg' Disso/uJitm, 43 Mo. 1.. REV. 157 (1978) (defining marital property subject to
division and discussing effect of different modes of acquisition).
38 State legislator'S, in enacting intestate sucxession laws, attempt to reflect .the narural affinities of decedents in the allocation of estates. For example.. nearer kin are Iavered over those more distantlv related to the decedent. Srr Mathews v. Lucas. 427 U.S.
495, 514-15 (1976). The int~te
suocession provisions or the Uniform Probate Code
reflect that desire. Sa UNIf. PROBAn: CoDE art. 2. pt. 1. gcoc:raI comment at 24 (1977)
("The Code attempts to reflect the normal desire: of the owner of wealth as to disposition
of his property at death. and for this purpose the prevailil1g patterns in wills are useful in
determining what the owner who fails to execute a will would probably want."); sa also
Diab, Nt1IJjn-s9aruiliu U1Uform!+rJbakCotk, 2 SETOS HAll. L REV. 323 (1971) (primary
function of intestate laws should be to effectuate ciispasition of wealth according to deeedent's nonna! desire).

39 Sabean, Asptw of Kinsltip &Iuwior and PruJxrtJ in lbtraJ H'a/n7f E=pt &Ior~ 1800, in
FAMILY """D L'"H£IUT...."CE 103 (1976).
40 This phenomenon
is demonstrated
by the gross discrepaney between the number
of individual income taX returns filed witb the IRS and the number of returns filed for
estate and gift tax. In 1982, for example, 95,482,000 income tax returns were filed,
compared with 235.000 estate and gift tax returns. Fraundouno
& O'Keefe, Pro;rtllons <if
/Utums IIJ '" Fikti in Fis&aiY-, 1981 IIJ 1991, 3 STATlSTlCS Of INCOME BuLL. 25. 29
(1983).
41 Sa H. cv.RK,
THE LAw Of DoMESnC ~noss
IS TIlE U~TTED STATES 181M. 219 (1968) (footnotes omittecl). /IuJ if. Kin:bbc:rg v. Feenstra, 450 l!:S, 455, 456
(1981) (Supreme Court strikes down, on equal proteaion
grounds, LoUISIana statute
granting husband, "as 'head and master' of prope<ty jointly owned with his wife. the
unilateral right to dispose of such property without his spouse's consent").
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of a family unit as holding title to or managing property benefits
third parties. Knowing who constitutes a family and who is lawfully
empowered to enter into contracts on behalf of the family unit protects third parties, provides for the effective transfer of property.t"
and ensures that parties may rely on the contracts they have made.
As in other areas of the law, past developments in family law, such as
the passage of state statutes authorizing married women to enter into
binding contracts, owe much to the economic realities of their time,
and the needs of both buyer and seller.
C.

Prouction

of IJrpmdmt

IndiuiduaLs

If the family provides the opportunity for individuals to pool
··!'sources,it is also intended to provide protection for dependent famIly members. The most obviously dependent group of family members is children; the state's imposition and enforcement of the
parental duty of care and support is grounded solidly in its parms
patriae role in safeguarding the welfare of its citizens." Elderly or
disabled adults in the family unit are similarly dependent, and state
and Federal laws commonly acknowledge a family duty to provide
for their support, even if the government provides additional
assistance."
The spousal duty of support has its origins in a different type of

.se~,

This goaJ can be attained statutorily,
~g., LA. Crv. CoDE A."". an. 23SO
(\\'est Cum. Supp. 1984) (spouse may alienate or encumber movable assets of communit)· enterprise managed solely by that spouse); id an. 2351 (movable assets issued or.
registered in one spouse's name may be alienated exclusively by that spouse).
43 The duty of parents to care for their children,
whether born in or out of wedlock,
was fint imposed under the law of the Western Church .
Helmholz, Support Ortlns,
CturcA Courts, anti tIu IMI o/'Filius Nullius: A R~a.uasmmJ 0/' iIu Commo" 14U1,63 VA. L
REV. 431, 433-34 (197i). The obligation to support that was enforced by the ecclesiastieaI courts was more extensive than that which would later be enforced at common law,
inasmuch as it was reciproeaJ between parents and their children and also extended to
grandparenu,
aunts, and uncles. It!. at 435-36; if. Becker v. Gibson. 70 Ind. 239 (1880)
(no common law obligation on child to care for indigent or helpless parent);
Erick.
son, 104 Kan. 521, ISO P. 263 (1919) (same). But if. In "Connolly's
Estate. 88 Misc. 405,
ISO N.Y.S. 559 (SUIT. Ct. 1914) (equity will enforce child's moral duty to support or
bury indigent parent). X",=heless,
most American jurisdictions ascertained a common
law duty on the part of a father to support his children.
Mandelker. F417Iilf Responsi""il)l
llntkT iIu Amniazn P_ Lazes: I, Sol MICH. L REv. 497,499 (1956). Today, some states
have passed statutes thar expressly require reimbursement
for outlays made by 'he state
in connection witb the maintenance of indigent family members who are either institutionalized or on state welfare rolls.
~ff-, Non-Support
of Spouse and Children ."\ct
§ I; Iu.. A.,x STAT. ch. 40, § 1101 (Smith-Hurd
1980) .
.. See injTa note 48 for a discussion of statUtes that require familial support of a par_
ent "wben in need." The existence of tbe family duty to provide financial support rypieally is weighed by the SUle in its ealculation of public benefits .
,.g., 42 U.S.C. § 602
(1982) (in detennining
need of child, states must consider resources of relatives and
42

.se~

I""

.se~,

.se~,
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disability-the
legal disability imposed upon married women at
common law. The husband's duty to provide support and the wife's
legal inability to function as a separate individual for purposes of
employment or holding title to property were inextricably Iinked.?
Since the husband, as head of the family, was presumed to have an
identity of interest with all family members, theoretically at least,
supporting his wife benefited him.46 Similarly, the law could not recognize any actions by a married woman as those of a separate entity,
since for legal purposes husband and wife were one, and that one was
the husband."
At the present time in the United States, married women possess
full legal capacity to contract, and in most states the duty of support
between spouses is mutual.t" Nevertheless, states continue to assert
an interest inpreventing an economically dependent spouse from becoming destitute, through statutory schemes for division of property
either at dissolution of a marriage or upon the death of one spouse."
For example, the community property concept is intended to give an
equal share of marital property to both spouses, regardless of which
one has been the primary source of income to the family.!oOThe cur-

.set ,fmn'tJ/1f

others living in household) .
",'mlf, 10 J. LEGIS. 548 (1983).

Note,

Childrm's

I+DgrlD1rS:

lHfining

tJu "Truly

45 "The disabilities of the married woman at common la w, according
to Blackstone.
were deducible from the principle that upon masriage busband and w ife became one.
acquired a 'unity of person.'''
H. CU.RK, suFtJ note 41, at 219.
46 Cf 2 F. Poiaocx & F. MAITl,ASD, THE HISTORY OF E"GUSH LAw 406 (2d ed.
1968) ("The husband is the wife's guardian--that
we believe to be the fundamental
principle: and it explains a great deal, when we remember that guardianship
is a profitable right. ").

United States v, Yazdi, 382 U.S. 341, 359 (1966) (Black, J., dissenting).
LIABILITY FOR SUPPORT Ar::r § 2, 9 U.LA. 171 (1!l79) (requiring
.support his wife and his child (; and his parent when in need]"); id
§ 3 (requiring that "[ejvery woman. . .support her child; and her husband [and her
parent Iwhen in need"), California, one of five states which has adopted the Act, made
the language gender-neutral:
"Every individual shall support his or her spouse and
child, and shall support his or her parent when in need." CAL. C,V. CoDE § 242 (West
Supp. 1984); if. Orr v. Orr, 440 U.S. 268, 283 (1979) (Alabama statute that required
husbands, but not wives, to pay alimony upon divorce violative of equal protection).
49 Olsen v. Olsen, 98 Idaho
10, 17,557 P.2d 604, 611 (1976) (Shepard,J., dissenting)
i 'Courts have universally r=ognized the inequity and injustice of turning a .. -ife out
destitute to become an Object of charity in eases where the husband.
. .is ampl)' able to
provide for her support, and where she has not means or ability to provide for herself. .. .' '') (citations omitted); if. In ,.. Grove, 280 Or. 341, 353-Sol, 571 P.2d 477, 485
(wife entitled to '~ust and equitable"
support after divorce), mothfod, 280 Or. 769,572
P.2d 1320 (1977).
.,

48 See Uxir, CML
that "(elvery man ..

50 Sa 1+'.1"""7 NDIc to Ul\'lF. MARITAl. PROPERlY ACT. 9A V.LA. 21 (West Cum.
Supp. 1984) (discussing -root concept" of community
p"'P"f"ly, that "[plroperty
acquired during marriage by the efforts of spouses is shared"); if. J.J=1', R. Mt:CKL£,s.
ro~"l:& B. CROSS, TAX MA."AGEMtXr, EsTATES, GifTS, A,-,;DTRt;STS A-I to :\.3 (2d
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rent state of family law in the United States, then, reflects an awareness that, although no longer disabled by law, married women are
apt to be in an economically less favored position than their
husbands."
Until recently, American courts considered the dependent
spouse's fault, as well as her need, in determining whether or not to
award spousal suppon. The innovative scheme of "equitable distribution" of marital property at dissolution of the marriage still permits the court to weigh a spouse's conduct during the marriage, as
well as such factors as the duration of the marriage and the ability of
a dependent spouse to become self-supporting, in determining the
appropriate property award.~2 As in the regulation of sexual activity,
courts have, considered the reinforcement of communitv moral values
concerning the treatment of dependent family ~embe~ to be a legitimate state goal, ~3
.

D.

e

Enforcnnmt

of Obligatirms

22
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Similarly, courts will not interfere with the husband's management
of a couple's community property during the marriage, in the absence of evidence that the managing spouse has deliberately dissipated the couple's assets with the intent to deprive his wife of her
share.56 Thus, enforcement of rights and duties between spouses
commonly takes place in two situations: upon dissolution of the marriage, or the death of one of the partners;" when, in effect, there no
longer is a functioning family unit.
The state's role in enforcing the parental duty to care for and
support children has been viewed historically as a major intrusion
into the constitutionally protected zone of family privacy. sa State intervention is permissible only where the parents' failure of duty has
risen to the level of child abuse or neglect.?" In most cases actual
injury or a substantial threat of serious harm to the child must be
demonstrated.P? It is notewonhy that parents can in certain circumstances invoke the power of the state to reinforce their authority;"

Among Family Mmzbgs

56 &', ,.g_, Sanditen v. Sanditen, 496 P.2d 365. 367-68 (oUa. 1972) (because ",ifes
interest in marital property vests at divorce. she is entitled to relief only if husband
fraudulently gives property a ...rav). Bul if. USIF. MARITAL PROPERTY ACT § 4(c), 9A
V.L.A. 27 (Wesl Cum, Supp. I~)
("Each spouse has a prmnt undivided one-half interest in marital property.")
(emphasis added).
~7 Death rerminates
the spouses' association vis-a-vis community propeny. At death,
the survivor retains o w nership over an undivided one-half of the community property.
The deceased spouse's one-half interest in community property passes by imestacy or by
testamentary disposition. Dower, curtesy, or forced sh.are interests are not recognized by
community property states. Greene, Ct»nptzTisun of tIu i'rupntJ _4s~ets of lilt Communi!)'
_s-:-po--:-;u:::se;::-m-;-:-u:-st_p-:e_ti_t-:-io_n-::-fo_r-:-a_d_iv-::o_r_c_e_,_o_r_a_t
_a_m_i_n_i_m_u_m_,_a_se_p_ar_a_t_i_o_n_.
'_'
I'rofXTl)' and Cmnmtm·Lt='
Man""/ /'ropm.l S)'StmIS and TIm, R,/4/ilX Compatlodl/y
u:illz liz,
Currmt Virw of liz, Mtmilzg' IUltztiauftip anti t/u Rights of Womm, 13 CREIGHTOS L. REV.
ed. 197~) (discussing implications of community property in event of one spouse's
death).
71, 104-05 (1979).
~ Se«, '.g_, Pierce v. Society of Sisters, 268 Ll.S, 510, 51~19 (1925); Meyer v. !IOe·
~1 &, Weitzman,
77zr Economies of lJiooru: S«i4I and £Conomit Q",,,I{UnlUS of ProP!)'.
braska,
262 U.S. 390,399 (1923).
:.
Alima"}' and Child Support Awards, 28 UCLA L REV. 1181 (1981).
.
'9 For a general overview of laws in the United States concerning child abuse and
52 &', ..g., :\.Y. DoMESTIC REIATIO!<S LAw § 236 (McKinney
Supp. 1983-19~).
neglect, sec STASDARDS RELATISG TO ABUSE A."D NEGLECT standards 1.-!-9.1 (fent,
&, g~al& ~oster, An ExplanatIOn of tIu N,w YorK /980 Equil4iJl, Dismoullim Law, 6 FAM.
Draft 1977). &, also Soler, Coslello & O'Hearn, ugal Rights ojClzil4rm in tIu Unikd SuzkJ,
L REP, (BNA) 2651 Ouly IS, 1980); Freed, Equitallu Distnoutlon as of D,mno" /982, 9
in THE LEGAL STATUS OF CHILDRE.", 694-700 (1982) (examining legal principles and
F..us, L REP. (BNA) 4001 Oan, II, 1983) (examiriing equitable distribution
laws in
doclrines affecting children).
effrct in 5Cveral states).
60 Compar, Arceo, IntmJmJitm &iuJ«n Parmi and Chi'Ii: If litapprtzisalojtlu
Stak's Rak in
~3 See H. CLARK, ~pra note 41, at 442, for a discussion of five ralionales thaI couru
Clzil4 N'gua anti A!nut Cases, 63 GEO. LJ. 887,932-34 (1975) (proposed model neglect
have used 10 juslify awards of spousal support.
Professor Clark nOles thaI
statute broadens grounds for intervention in child abuse cases to include emotional nealimony acts indirectly .10 protect the children of divorce, it prevents the wife
glect) aillz J. Got.DSTI:IS, A. FREUD & A. SoI..'TI", BEFORE THE BEST i:-'"TERESTSOF
fron ~mmg
a finanCIal bu:clen 10 the community, it cases the hardship of
THE CHILD 105-11 (1979) (hereinafter cited as GoLDSTDS) (mtCl"'Cntion potentially detransluon from marnage to smglc status., il compensates the wife for services
prives child of family environment
withoul improving his situation) andWald, Suzk /nkrrendered, and to some extenl it gWa -§lOU form '" moralJudrnmts abcul tIu
"",tiun un &lza/f of UN'gutta!" CIziItIrm.. If SMrdz f'" Raziistie StamiaTds. 27 STAS. L RE\-.
,,/atiot fauil of tIu spousa.
985, 1022 (1975) C"[P)arcntal 'inadequacy'
in and of itself should not be a basis for
/<1. (emphasis added).
interveruion. j.
,.. _y" ,.g., McGuire v. McGuin:, 157 Neb. 226, 59 N,W.2d 336 (1953); Common61 Usually this is done by petitioning
Ihe juvenile court to have the child declared
W~lh u uL Goldslein v. Goldstein, 271 Pa. Super. 389, 413 A.2d 721 (1979).
"incorrigible" or "beyond parental control" so lhat the court can order the child to obey
. .. LJ. ~EITZMA.", THE MARRIAGE Co:'"TR.ACT 40-U (1981) (":\s long as a woman
the reasonable commands of a parent or guardian, and punish the child for failure 10
IS "vmg with her husband,
she can tne no dirttt legal action to enforce his duty to
comply. &, gtnn'al& Gough, &p1ti-Omtrol
YDIllh in tIu Juvmik Court-77zr Climak f'"
support her.").

Although the state can and does delineate duties among familv
members, courts traditionally have been reluctant to enforce such
duties during a marriage. For example, courts have refused to evaluate ~d :ule upon the adequacy of the support a husband provides
for hISWife,so long as they continue to live tcgether.r' Ironically, in
order to enforce a right to support imposed by state law, a dependent
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nevertheless, actions for child abuse are not instigated by the child,
but are brought by the state against the parents."
The state's general policy of non-interference with ongoing family life reflects a time-honored concept of the family as a single entity.
The immunity of family members to one another in tort,63 and the
existence of a privilege between spouses in the law of evidence." are
two products of this concept. The "family as one" concept is gradually being replaced, however, by a view of the family as an association of individuals." This new perspective reflects the recognition by
courts and legislatures that, as a matter of law and policy, family
members may not have an identity of interest in all situations. Accordingly, many states have discarded or abridged the doctrine of
intrafamilial tort immunity, and have made the spousal evidentiary
privilege inapplicable in proceedings in which the spouses' interests
are ad\·erse.66
The traditional view was that the state, not the parties, determined the provisions of the marriage "contract.t'"? Prenuptial agreements could not alter the "essentials" of the contract; tend to
O.ar.f" in BE,'OSD CO:-'TROL: STAn.;S OFFESOERS IS THE JeVESILE CoeRT 271
(1977); ~Iahon~·. PI.\'S and Parous, in BEYD1'O Co:-"ROL: STATL:S OFFESOERS IS THE
Jl·VE."IU CoL:RT 161 (197i).
62 There
are two types or child abuse proceedings. civil and criminal.
Bv a civil
proceeding. the state seeks to assert ju venile coon jurisdiction over an abused. neglected,
or dependent child. In a criminal proceeding, the state charges a parent with abuse or
neglect constituting a violation of the penal code. Compar, CAL WELF. & IsST. CoDE
§ 300 (West Cum. Supp. 1984) (dependent child) u·,iIl CAL PESAL CODE § 1116'; (West
Cum. Supp. 1984) (defining' criminal child abuse or neglect).
63 Sa Hewlett v. George. 68 Miss. i03. ill,
9 So. 88';. 887 (1891) (child's suit against
parent for personal injuries barred); Burnette v, Wahl. 284 Or. 70';. i09-11. 588 P.2d
1105. 1108-00 (1978) (barring child's cause of-action for emotional
injuries 'caused bv
parental neglect). Bul '" Gibson v. Gibson. 3 Cal. 3d 914. -l79 P.2d 6-18.92 Cal. Rptr.
288 (1971) (recognizing right or minor child to sue parent for negligence); Anderson v.
Stream. 295 x.w.zs 595 (~Iinn. 1980) (same).
Similarly, interspousal immunity has been upheld in some jurisdictions. but abro-gated in others. Omrpart Hill v. Hill. -lIS So. 2d 20 (Fla. 1982) (maintaining
doctrine or
interspousal
irnmunitv to protect ramily unit) ,,·,iIl Coffindaffer
v. Coffindaffer.
2+1,
S.E.2d 338 (W. Va, 1978) (rejecting common law doctrine or imerspousal
immunity).
.,. Trammel v. Cnited States. 445 U.S . .!Q (l98O) (recognizing that accused's spo=
rnav choose to testify against accused).
6~
~ioore v. City or East Cleveland. Ohio. ~31 U.S. ~9-l (19ii) (housing ordinance
that prohibited certain family members rrom cohabitating declared invalid); '" also City
of Santa Barbara v. Adamson. 27 Cal. 3d 123. 12i. 610 P.2d -l36. -l3i·38. 1M Cal. Rpt~.
539. 5-1041 (1980) (invalidating ordinance that defined ramily as "indi';dual[sJ
...
rebted by blood. marriage or legal adoption" or no more than five peJ"50ns "Ii';ng te>gnher as a single ho=lr.eeping
unit").
66 See "'pra notes 63 & M.
67
H. CLARK. mpra note ~ I, at 35-45 (discussing state's power to control marriage
relationship).
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encourage divorce;68 or, until recently, be made in contemplation of
divorce.f" In the past twenty years, however, most jurisdictions in
the United States have softened their position on prenuptial contracts, in some cases even permitting agreements which effectively
undercut important provisions of the state family law code."? There
is an increased preference for parties to a dissolution action to work
out their own divisions of property and support arrangements;" this
preference is so strong in some jurisdictions that a court cannot later
modify a settlement which the parties have agreed will be. final. 72
At the same time, the state alone determined the provisions of a
marriage contract; "living-together" agreements entered into by unmarried people were, if dependent upon the illicit relationship, unenforceable in the United States.P The meretricious nature of such
relationships was deemed sufficient to invalidate the entire agreement; enforcing contracts between persons engaged in unlawful sexual activity, courts determined, undercut the state's purpose in
regulating sexuality and upholding morality."
This too has
changed. The landmark decision in Marvin u.• Marvln7~ and similar
cases in other jurisdictions opened the door for judgments enforcing
oral and written contracts between unmarried couples." Moreover,
68 RESTATE.\!E."
(SECOSO) OF Co:-''TRACTS § 190(2) (1981). The Reuatement provides that "[a] promise that tends unreasonably
to encourage divorce or separation is
unenforceable
on grounds or public policy." Id.
69
H. CLARK, "'pra note 41, at 521.
70
=s-. In re Marriage or Dawley, 17 Cal. 3d 342. 3,;;·:>8. 551 P.2d 323.333. 131 •
Cal. Rprr. 3,13 (1976) (upholding antenuptial
agreement in contravention of California
.
community
propeny scheme).
71 ~t gmnaJ& Weitzman,
ugaJ RrguJol'M of MtmiJzgt: Tradition and Cluzngt. 62 C"UF.
L. REV. 1169, 124S-77 (1974) (discussing various contractual arrangements
parties can
enter into concerning marriage and conditions for its dissolution).
72 ~t, e:g., In re Kilkenny, 96 Cal. App. 3d 617, 620. 158 Cal. Rptr. 158. 159 (1979)
(court refused to modiry separation agreement spouses characterized
as "absolute. unconditional
and irrevocable");
sa also U:-'F. MARRIAGE ASO DI v ORCE ACT § 306. 9A
t:.L.A. 13~36 (1979) (permitting parties to enter binding agreements concerning property and child suppon, which couns will uphold unless unconscionable).
n Sct, t.g., Hill v. Estate or Westbrook., 39 Cal. 2d 458, 459. 247 P.2d 19.20 (1952) (if
panics "knowingly
live together in a meretricious
relationship.
. .there is no implied
obligation"
of suppon).
7. ~t id. Bu! if. Morone v. Morone, 50 N.Y.2d 481, 486 n.2, 413 .!'\.E.2d II.H, 1156
n.2, 429 N.y.s.2d
592, 594 n.2 (1980) (enrorcing agreement between unmarried persons
and specifically declining to label such relationships "meretricious"
because word's "pejorative
sense makes it' no longer ... descriptive of the relationship under
considc:rati.,n,,).
,~ 18 Cal. 3d 660,557 P.2d 106, 134 Cal. Rptr. 815 (1976).
76 ~t iii. (recognizing
validity of express and implied contracts between non-married
indi,~duals
who engage in sexual relations); Kozlowski v. Kozlowski. 80 N.]. 378. 384,
403 A.2d 902, 906 (1979) (same); if. Morone v. Morone, 50 N.Y.2d 481, 413 KE.2d
11:>4,429 N.Y.S.2d 592 (1980) (recognizing right of action based upon express, but nOI
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this line of cases negated the earlier argument against permitting
spouses to contract between themselves, because the state should not
deny to married couples the relief it grants to unmarried persons;"
The changes described above, whose effects are as yet unmeasured, represent a major shift in law and policy. The concept of familv as a contractual association, rather than a status or relationship,
raises questions concerning the relationship between family and
state. For example, should the state restrict this newly-evolved right
to establish the provisions of the marriage contract? Are there provisions which should be void as contrary to public policy in a marriage
contract-yet
permissible in a business conrractr " Does the state
have an interest in requiring care of dependent family members, to
the extent that it should prohibit or refuse to enforce marriage contract provisions by which a family member waives all right to support?79 Should children of a certain age or demonstrable level of
maturity be able to enter into a contract with other family members
concerning their rights and duties?80
Commentators addressing those issues have, of course, done so in
the COnte-xtof the present-day United States. The question this article explores is the extent to which both traditional family law functions and more recently developed concepts will be appropriate in a
ver:' different environment-living
in space. There may be conditions unique to an artificial space living environment which require
less-or more-government
intervention in family life, and which
dictate state action to regulate and enforce contracts between members of a "family unit" for their benefit or the benefit of third parties.
In order to answer the question of how present law will serve
implied. contracts for personal services between unmarried cohabitants). But if. Hewitt
Hewitt. 77 Ill. 2d 49. 394 :\"'£.2d 1204 (1979) (refusing to recognize mutual property
rights between unmarried cohabitants).
77 ~':\"Ole. ProprrlJ' Rights upon TmninallonojUnmamdColrobitllllon.
90 HARv. L. RE\·.
1708. 1713·14 (1977) (economic and contractual freedom promoted by Marvin should be
extended to married couples).
78 ~,gmnolly
Shultz. ConirOlIwl Ordning oj.Marriog(." A .\~w .Wodd for .sial, Polley. 70
c....I.:f'. L REV. 204 (1984) (law restricts marriage partners
rights to bargain over most
terms of marriage).
79 Su [" T( :.tarriage of Higgason, 10 Cal. 3d 4i6, 48.:>-8i, 516 P.2d 289,29':>-96. 110
Cal. Rptr. 89i, 903-04 (1973) (antenuptial agreements cannot waive spousal duty of
support).
v.

80 S" Wald, MaJ.:ing Snu, 0.1 ojlk
Rights oj Youth, 4 HUM. RTS. 13, 27 (1974) (advocating child's "right to know, to comprehend, to challenge, and to participate meaning·
. fully in all the decisions that vitally affect his life... [including] any custodv
decision!s]').
Bul if. Hafen, Clzildrm's Librraliorz and Ik Nnu Egolilllrillnism: Somr Ruff'.>O·
IimJ .-{bout Abandoning Youth to 77z,ir "Rights," 19i6 B.Y.V. L REV. 606 (children's interesu may be harmed by extending adult rights to them).
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spacedwellers, we must review the available literature describing
both the artificial environments to be built in space, and also the
human beings who will inhabit them.

[End - Sections I & II]
The remainder of this reprint
will appear in the Fall 1996 issue.

